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The weak solvability of nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems in 
unbounded domains has been investigated by a number of authors (cf. Brezis 
and Browder [2], Edmunds [4], Edmunds and Moscatelli [5], Hess [lo], 
Landes [ 131, Leinfelder and Simader [ 151, Mustonen [ 171, Simader [20,21], 
and Webb [22]). All of the above authors considered the so-called coercive, 
semi-coercive, and strongly nonlinear problems. For example, in [ 151, Lein- 
felder and Simader looked at nonlinear perturbations of Schroedinger 
operators in unbounded domains and their method for proving existence 
consisted of “cutting off and mollifying” the nonlinear perturbation so that 
the approximating equation could be solved by classical fixed point methods. 
Edmunds, in [4], studied the Dirichlet problem in an unbounded domain and 
assumed monotonicity and coercivity for the strongly nonlinear problem. In 
[5], Edmunds and Moscatelli looked at coercive and semi-coercive problems 
in unbounded domains and used the notion of the measure of compactness of 
sets in normed spaces. Their results extended some of the work of Hess from 
bounded to unbounded domains. In [12], Hetzer studied semi-linear 
problems at resonance and dealt with the solvability of an operator equation 
in a Hilbert space under hypotheses applicable to the case of unbounded 
domains. There is, of course, an extensive literature about semi-linear 
problems at resonance for bounded domains. We refer the reader to the book 
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by Fu&k [S], and the papers by Brezis and Nirenberg 131, Gaines and 
Mawhin [9], and Mawhin [16]. 
In general, Rellich-Kondrachov-type theorems (cf. [I]) are no longer 
valid in unbounded domains and of course this is what guarantees compact 
embeddings of the spaces involved and yields existence results. in 1121. 
Hetzer overcame this difficulty in the semi-linear case by using the theory of 
monotone operators, but this required dissipativeness hypotheses for the 
nonlinear part and excluded its dependence on partial derivatives. 
It is our aim, in this paper, to show that one can avoid both a 
monotonicity and a dissipativeness condition and even retain a dependence 
on partial derivatives. This will be done by appealing to the Leray-Schauder 
theory along with an “approximate domain” approach due to Leinfelder and 
Simader [ 151 and Hess [lo]. The “a priori” bound needed here is quite 
similar to that in [ 111. 
The approach we find most convenient is to treat the weak solvability of 
semilinear elliptic boundary value problems on an unbounded domain 
G c R” in the form of an operator equation Au = Bu, where A : L?(G) I> 
dam(A) + L,(G) is linear and self-adjoint (i.e., a restriction to the symmetric 
linear parts) with dam(A) g Wm72(G) (m > 2), continuously embedded and 
B: j/y-I.2 (6) + L?(G) is a substitution operator, induced by a 
Carathebdory function with at most linear growth. Since the arguments 
which are presented, aside from notation, are identical for the cases m = 2 
and m > 2, we restrict ourselves to the case M = 2 so as to minimize the 
notation. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G c R” be open and let L,(G) be the space of Lebesgue square 
integrable functions with inner product denoted by (,) and norm /I //. Let 
IV*‘(G) be the Sobolev space of LI(G) functions with weak partial 
derivatives up to order m in L?(G), and Sobolev norm /I /I,>,. The Sobolev 
norm is given by 
IIullfn= 1 11~“412 for u E W”,‘(G). 
lal<<m 
Here, a! E (.Z+)” is a multi-index, (;L = (a,, al,..., an) and D”u is the weak 
partial derivative of u of type a. For convenience, we will write 
tiiu (1 <J < n) for the weak first-order partial derivatives. For x E G, we set 
Du(x) = (u(x). a, u(x) ,..., ~,lu(xj) 
505/50:3-Z 
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d,(x) = Ih(x)I lDu(x)l > 0 
Z 1; (Du(x)l = 0. 
A function g : G x Rk + R is said to be a Caratht?odory function if and 
only if the map x --t g(x, y) is Lebesgue measurable for each y E R k and the 
map y -+ g(x, y) is continuous for x E G a.e. 
A mapping from a subset of a normed-spaced into another normed space 
is said to be completely continuous if and only if it is continuous and maps 
bounded sets into compact sets. 
If A is a linear operator on a normed space, let a(A) denote the spectrum 
of A, up(A) the point spectrum of A, and o,(A) the essential spectrum of A. 
o,(A) is the set of all spectral values which are not isolated eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity. Let S”-’ be the unit sphere in R”, and let xy be the 
Euclidean inner product in R”, where x, y are any two elements in R”. If G is 
an unbounded region of R”, and if V is a linear subspace of L,(G), we set 
s,= {u/uE v, (IuI(= I}. w e will be interested in the solvability of 
(Au)(x) -d-u, u(x)) = W, We)), x E G a.e. (1.1) 
We make the following hypotheses: 
(HI) Assume that G c R” is an unbounded region (n $.xed). Assume 
further that there exists a sequence {Gj} of bounded regions with 
Uj,,Gj=G and qcG J+ 1 c G for each j E N such that the embedding of 
W2*‘(Gj) into W’,‘(Gj) is completely continuous for each j E N. (This can be 
realized if aGj is piecewise, sufJciently smooth.) 
(H2) Let H = L,(G) and suppose that A : H 2 Dam(A) -+ H is linear and 
self-adjoint with Dam(A) E W2,2(G). Assume that the induced graph norm 
)I /IA isflner than the Sobolev norm I/ II2 when restricted to the domain of A. 
(H3) Let g: G X R + R be a Carathkodory function and assume there are 
constants a, /I E R, a < ,f3 such that [a,p] 17 o(A) = (a} with a E o,(A). 
Furthermore, suppose there is a function g, E L:(G) such that 
for all x E G and all t E R. 
(H4) Let h: G X R”+l --f R be a Carathkodory function. Assume the 
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existence of o E [0, 1) and functions 6, E L&-,, (Gj and @I E L t(G) with 
the property that 
IW7Y)l G I, 14’1” + 6,(x) 
forallxEGandyER”+‘. 
(H5) Let V be the eigenspace of A corresponding to a, i.e., 
V = kernel(aI -A). Suppose further that there are functions h, : G x S” 4 R 
and 0, EL2:(l-o, (G), where x -+ h,(x, d,(x) D,,,(x)) is measurable for 
IVES, and lk&,y)l<~,(x) f or all x E G. Assume that for ali 
irj! E Co3 O”), j r --t 00 and for all { yj}, yj E S”, and ally E S”, that whenever 
yj -+ y, then 
lim zJ:“h(x, zjyj) = h,(x, y) for all x E G. 
j-cc 
Define l-z S,+ R by 
for w E S,,, and assume T(w) > 0 for w E S,. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (Hl)-(H5) b e satisJied and assume that g, = 0 when 
o = 0. Then (1.1) has at least one solution. 
Several remarks are in order: 
(I) The reader may notice that A need not be semi-bounded, a situation 
quite different from that when one is working with monotone operators, as in 
[12j. 
(II) Schroedinger-type operators in R” (cf. [ 18, 19,231) and more general 
formally self-adjoint, elliptic operators on R” or on unbounded domains (the 
latter subjected to appropriate boundary conditions) are typical examples 
which induce operators A in (1.1) which satisfy (H2). 
(III) In a certain sense, [a,P] can be regarded as a kind of asymptotic 
range for the substitution operator u -+ g(. , u(.)) on H, which has at most 
linear growth at co. 
In the literature, o(A) n [a, /3] f 0 is often referred to as the resonance 
case. Adhering to this convention, we have restricted ourselves here to the 
case of resonance at the left end point. 
(IV) In order to take care of the corresponding case of resonance at the 
right end point, i.e., [a, /?] n a(A) = (p), /3 E o,(A), one needs only to change 
(H5) as follows: Let V be the eigenspace of i4 corresponding to p and for 
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w E S,, assume T(,u) < 0 rather than T(w) > 0. This is a direct consequence 
of multiplying (1.1) by -1. 
(V) In the case of nonresonance, i.e., o(A) n [u, ,R] = 0, it will be seen 
from the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the next section that the result follows from 
hypotheses (Hl t(H4). 
(VI) If one is concerned with the semi-linear problem 
W)(x) =f(-x, We)), x E G, 
wheref:GxR”+’ + R is a Caratheodory function which satisfies a linear 
growth condition, then the solvability of (1.1) under hypotheses (HI)-(H5) 
means that “a priori” f can be decomposed into an asymptotic linear term 
depending only on u and a nonlinear term. It is possible to allow g to depend 
also on first-order partial derivatives, e.g., g: G X R”+’ + R, but then it 
becomes necessary to hypothesize the very restrictive condition 
for all xE G, J’= (JJ ,,..., I’~+~) E R”+‘. 
(VII) Hypothesis (H5) is a modified version of D. G. de Figueiredo’s 
conditions (F5) and (F6) in [6] for bounded domains. In [6], it is assumed 
that h, is Bore1 measurable instead of our condition that 
x --f h,(x, d,,,(x) Dw(x)) be (Lebesgue) measurable. Clearly, our condition of 
(Lebesgue) measurability is a consequence of de Figueiredo’s condition. We 
may also treat the following situation without any restrictions: 
Let h(x,y) = &x,y,) for x E G, y = (vi ,..., y,+J E R”+‘, where 
K: G x R + R is a Caratheodory function satisfying 
l+ (x) = E, K(x, t)/t", x E G 
and 
K(x) = pm /qx, 4)/f”, x E G, 4 
we have z+ and K- E J&,,,-,,(G). Furthermore, 
~,(x,~)=~+(x)l4~:)“+~-(x)Jy;)” 
for x E G, J’= (~7, ,..., yn+ 1) E S”, where J’+ = max{ JJ, 0) and y- = (-JJ) +. 
In general, one does not know whether h, is Bore1 measurable, but it is 
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clear that the hypothesis that x + !z,~(x, d&t) D~v(x)) be (Lebesgue) 
measurable is satisfied and 19~ can be chosen to be / j6.+ I+ / l- / . 
A short calculation shows that Qtt!) > 0 for NJ E S,. if and only if 
1 (h+(x) w’(-~)-h_(,u)~Y-(X))/~t~(.Y)IUd.~ > 0 
-G 
for IV E S,.. This is a well-known generalization of Landesman and Lazer’s 
original condition in [ 141 for bounded domains. 
2. 
In this section, we will devote ourselves to the proof of Theorem 1.1. In 
order to do so, we will transform Eq. (1.1) into a fixed point problem and 
will then employ the approximate domain approach of [ lo] and [ 15 1. 
Through a sequence of lemmas, we will then establish the necessary 
“uniform a priori” bounds needed for the,proof. 
To begin, let us assume that (Hl)-(H5) are satisfied. For j E N and 
w E S,, define 
I-juq = [ hs(x, d,.(x) Dw(s))l Dw(x)l” w(x) dx. 
“G; 
We can immediately show: 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists j, E N such that whenever j > j, , rj 11’ > 0 -for 
w E s,.. 
Proof. Since V= kernel(&- A), where cn @ o,(A), I’ is finite- 
dimensional. Therefore, S, is compact in the I/ /I1 norm. Accordingly, we can 
choose a sequence { ~5) E S’;4’ and a %vO E S,. such that I/ wj - l.t’O1/l --f 0, 
1 Dwj(x) - Dw,(.u)j -+ 0 for x E G a.e. Furthermore, there exists y E .Lt (R’) 
such that lDw>(x)( < Y(X) f or x E G a.e. We have TM)~+ inf{Z%l w E SV}. It 
follows from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem that Trb+j + TJV, and 
by (H5) we see that 
Again, since V is finite-dimensional, we can find some f3 E L 2’ (G) such that 
(Dw(x)( <B(X) for x E G a.e. and w E S,,. Now, 6= s Brc” EL,(G). and so 
j,,~ -JGpG. e,(-u) @1+0(x) d-x = 0. lim 
.I 
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Because of the choice of B and the above, we have 
This proves Lemma 2.1. 
By dropping the first j, elements of the sequence (G,}, if necessary, we can 
assume by virture of Lemma 2.1 that 
IjW>O for jENand wES,. (2.1) 
In what follows we shall assume (2.1). 
We now wish to transform Eq. (1.1) into a fixed point problem. Observe 
first that w = *(a + p) belongs to the resolvent of A, i.e., to the set of regular 
values of A. Hence, a = -(A - 01) maps dam(A) bijectively onto H and has 
a )I (I-continuous inverse on H. 
We define operators T: H+ H and N: W’,‘(G) + H as follows: 
Tu(x) = -( g(x, u(x)) - cm(x)) for x E G and u E H 
Nu(x) = h(x, h(x)) for x E G and u E W’.‘(G). 
Setting a = ;@I - a) and q = (/ g,(/, it follows from (H3) and (H4) that 
T is (1 I(-continuous and satisifes (1 Tu 1) < a l/u I( + q for u E H, 
N is II IL II II- inuous, and there exist ,D, y E R + 
P-2) 
con t 
such that 
IINUII GP Il4lY + Y for u E H. (2.3) 
Clearly, u is a solution of (1.1) if and only if A satisfies the fixed point 
equation 
~=To~-‘v-No/i-~,. (2.4) 
Recall that dam(A) E W’.“(G). Since G is unbounded, we cannot expect 
this problem to fall into the category of Leray-Schauder theory or one of its 
extensions. In order to overcome this difficulty, we follow the approximate 
domain approach of [IO] and [15]. This will yield a sequence of what one 
might call “almost fixed points.” It will then be shown that a subsequence 
converges weakly to the solution. 
To this end, denote by xi the characteristic function of Gj, i.e., 
Xj(x> = l, x E Gj 
= 0, X& Gj. 
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Define Tj : H--f H and Nj : W’,‘(G) --f H for j E N by 
Tju = xjTu, UEH 
Nju = xjNu, u E W2*2(G) 
respectively. Observe that 
Tj is /I (I-continuous and satisfies 
(ITjull<allu(l+~for uEHandjEN; 
Nj is I/ /II, I( I)-continuous and satisfies 
IlNjU 11 <,D 11~11~ + Y for u E W”*(G) and 
,u, y as in (2.3). 
P-4; 
(2.3), 
For j E N, we can now associate the following fixed point problems with 
(2.4) : 
In order to obtain a suitable approximating sequence for (2.4) from (2.4)j, 
we will need some “uniform a priori” bounds at each of the j-approximating 
steps. To establish them, one proceeds as in the case of bounded domains. 
First, from (2.1), we are able to establish a kind of “uniform” asymptotic 
condition, which corresponds for a fixed Ni to a “Landesman-Laze?‘-type 
condition in [ 111. The reader is also referred to [ 111 for a discussian relating 
the connection between the conditions in [ 141 and those in [7] a We have : 
LEMMA 2.4. If; fir the given sequences {pjl, pi E (0, a~), p;-+ 00; {ij]? 
Zj E N, {wj}, wj E S,; cd {zj}, zj E [P 9 dam(A)], //zjljl* 0, then 
lim p~“(N~~@~z~ + pjwj), wj) > 0. 
j-cc 
Pmof. The proof of Lemma 2.4 is very similar to the standard proof 
when Nlj is fixed and G is bounded (cf. [ 111). We therefore omit the details. 
If the conchrsion is false, by going to a subsequence, we may suppose that 
!i -+ 1, E NU {co }; wj + “vO E S, in the I/ II1 ; and {Dwj} and {Dzj} converge 
pointwise a.e. to Dtv, and 6, respectively. Furthermore, we can assume 
there is some y E?:(G) with ( Dwj(x)l + lDz,(x)l < y(u) for j E N and 
x E G a.e. and lim -;-- lim 
J4oo Pj”(Nlj@jZj + Pjw,,), hJj> < 0. BY Q-3), we get 
JAm pJ:o(N,j@jzj + pjwj), wO) < 0. Setting x1, = 1, for I, = 00, it follows 
that @j”Nrj@jzj + pjwj)(x) we(x)) converges a.e. for x E G to 
xl,(x) h,(x, d,Jx) B~~(x))~Ow,(x)/” w,,(x). Therefore, appealing to the 
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growth condition of (H4) and recalling how 1’ was chosen, we can apply 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem which yields 
lirn Pj'"(N/jtPjzj + Pj"'j)9 Wo) = rj,(W,), 
j+m 
I, < 02 
= Qw,), l,=cO. 
But this is a contradiction to (2.1) and to (H5). 
We can now establish a ‘%miform” version of the “a priori” part of the 
proof of the theorem in [I I]. 
LEMMA 2.5. The set M={uJuEH:u=tTjoa-‘u-tNjoA-‘u for 
some t E (0, l] somej E N} is 11 (I-bounded in H. 
ProoJ Again, the proof is rather similar to that of [ll], and is therefore 
only outlined here. We begin with some notation. If E is a normed space, let 
(1 IIrE denote the operator norm in [El, the linear space of bounded linear 
operators on E. Let V’ be the orthogonal complement of V in H, and let 
b = distance from {w) to a(A)\{a}. It follows that I]k’i],,, <a-‘, a < b, 
and I((A/V’)-‘IJIv~l <b-l, by virtue of the self-adjointness of A, and the fact 
that (a, PI G P(A), and GL 65 (TJA), Since according to (HZ), I/ /IA is finer than 
I] (I,/domA, there is a number c > 0 such that (IN 0 a-l,]1 ,< c I]ui]iu + y for 
each j E N. Assuming that the set M is not 1) I/-bounded in H, we can find 
sequences { uj} E (HI {O})‘, { tj} E (0, 1 IN, and {k,} E NN such that 
Uj = tj Tki 0 A --‘uj-tjNp-‘uj (*I 
for each j E N. Setting uj = #j + vj, where Qj E V and vj E VL, we consider 
the following two cases: 
Case 1. There is a subsequence {mj) of (j} and a 6 > 0 such that I]$mjl] < 
6 ]I w,l] for each j E N. Using the above statements about A, (2.2),, and 
(2.3)j, one obtains from (*j that 
O > II ‘T?fj112 - a It’- L”f??jIl II uf77jlI - V II ‘/tZjll 
--clI%?tjlI1+u--Yll%njII~ for each j E N. 
But according to [ 111, bj+m a ]]kl~,J]/]lu,,.]I < 1 and this leads to a con- 
tradiction. 
Case 2. $j # 0 for j E N and limj,, ]l~j]l/l]#j]] = 0. One can first show 
that tj-+ 1 (cf. [ 1 I]). Then (*), (2.2)j, and (2.3), yield 
~~~~II~~I~~~II~~~~“I~W~~~~YII~Y~I~+~~~~~~~~~’U,~~~~ 
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for each j E N. In order to apply Lemma 2.4 to ((N,, o A ‘uj, oj)), we do the 
following : Set 
Since lluj\l + co, and limj+m 11 ~jll/ll#jli = 0, we have i\$jli + co and so 
p. + co. Obviously, +v~ E S, for j E N. Finally, the II /I) /I /I,-continuity of 
Al-’ and again the fact that lim. J’~ )I ~jil/\l#jll = 0 yields lIzjIll + 0. It follows 
from Lemma 2.4 that 
This leads to a contradiction, contradicting the fact that tj~ 1 and ildjjll + co. 
It should be observed that the proof holds in the case 0 = 0. provided that 
we take rl = 0, and hence g, I 0. 
We are now in a position to finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 by showing 
LEMMA 2.6. The jkced point problem 
~)=ToA-~~>-Ncaj-;, 
has at least one solution. 
ProoJ Let j E N. Since the embedding of W’,‘(G) into W’72(G,j) is 
completely continuous by (Hl), it follows from 2.3 and the definitions of Ti 
and Nj that Tj and Nj when restricted to W’,‘{G) are 11 I/?, // /I-completely 
continuous. IJypothesis <H2) guarantees that A -’ is I/ I/, I/ /I2 continuous. 
and so Tj 0 A -’ - Ni 0 A -I is completely continuous in H. In particular. 
Lemma 2.5 yields 
(u/uEH:u=tTjokl u-tNjoklu for some tE(0, I)) 
is I/ /I-bounded, and therefore, we obtain a fixed point uj of 
Tj 0 a-’ - Nj 0 A -* according to the Leray-Schauder a priori principle. 
Again, appealing to Lemma 2.5, we see that {ai} is // j/-bounded and 
therefore there exists a weakly convergent subsequence {tlkjl of [vj], whose 
weak limit we denote by z’~. 
We will show that u0 is a fixed point of T 0 a -’ - N 0 A -‘* To do so, 
assume that this is not the case. Then we can find a measurable subset Q of 
G with meas(0) > 0 and u,&) # (To k’u, - N 0 k’u,)(x) for x E 8. 
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Clearly, meas(Q n Gj) # 0 for at least one j E N and so we may suppose 
without loss of generality that R is contained in G,, for some 1 E N. 
It follows forj> 1 and x E G, a.e., that 
vkj(x) = (Tkj 0 2 -‘vkj - Nkj 0 /i - ‘vkj)(x) 
= -xkj(x)[ g(x, (Al-‘%j)(x>> - @(A -+hj)(x) 
+ 4% NJ - ‘Uk,>(X))l 
= (Tkl 0 /i -lvkj - Nk, 0 /f - ‘vkj)(x). 
Since A-’ is )I /I, 11 112- con muous, it is weakly continuous from H into t’ 
W*,*(G) and so A^-‘v,-+a- ‘v,, in the weak topology of (W**‘(G), 11 /I*). 
Using the /I 112, I( II,-complete continuity of the embedding from W’**(G) into 
W’*‘(G,J and the definitions of Tk, and Nk,, we get 
I(Tpf-Iv,- Tk,oklv,I1+O for j-t a3 
lJN,,oa-lv,-N,,oa-lu,ll~O for j+co. 
The above calculations and the weak convergence of (v~,.} to v,, yield 
v,x,+, = Tk, 0 a - ‘v. - Nk, o k’v, a.e. on G. 
The right-hand side of this equation is equal to 
xk,(T o k’v,, - No k’v,,) a.e. on G 
and so 
vOxk, =xk,(T o k’v,, -No k’v,) a.e. on G. 
This contradicts our assumption that 0 L G,, and meas(J2) > 0 where 
vO(x) f (TO a-%, -No a-‘v,,)(x) for x E 0. Hence, v,, is a fixed point of 
T o 2 -’ - N o a - ‘, and the proof of Theorem 1. I is complete. 
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